Abstract. Expectation-Maximization (EM) iteration is one of the most efficient algorithms for parameter estimation for Gaussian mixture model, which is a characteristic probability density function model for non-Gaussian processes. In general, EM iteration for multi-dimensional Gaussian mixture is too complicated to realize in practice. Fortunately, for fitting of the background's probability density function in active detection, the single dimensional Gaussian mixture is adequate. Therefore, EM iteration can be simplified efficiently. In view of active detection, followed with descriptions of single-dimensional Gaussian mixture model and its parameter estimation problem, a practicable simplified EM iteration is derived. Initialization and order determination is important in EM iteration. Schemes for initialization and order determining are proposed for high calculating speed, high estimation accuracy, and for the compromise of the two cases. Finally, a numerical simulation is given.
Introduction
Gaussian mixture probability density model (GMM) has the advantages, such as structure simplicity, parameter fewness and high-performance of fitting. It's an intensively used typical non-Gaussian probability density model in the signal processing field of image, medical treatment, phone, communication and so on. As non-Gaussian signal processing is getting more and more important in modern signal processing domain, GMM modeling (esp. estimation of model parameters) is gaining more and more extensive attention.
Zabin [1] applies EM iterative algorithm to model parameters estimation of Middleton's Class A model. Seeing the similarity between GMM and Class A model, it offers possibility of applying EM iterative algorithm to GMM model parameters estimation. Wang [2] establishes a GMM model which is fit for signal detection, and applies EM iterative algorithm to parameter estimation of this GMM model, and show the result of stimulation and experiment data to verify it. However, in practical application, the method of setting initial value used in [2] doesn't always work, and the validity of estimation of parameter order using experience still need to be verified. Liu studied on colored non-Gaussian process simulation [3] and compared two methods of mixture Gaussian parameter estimation, giving a brief sketch of advantages and shortages of these two methods [4] . Verbeek proposed an improved Greed-EM algorithm for image processing [5] , and Wei simplified it for acoustic reverberation GM stimulation successfully [6] .
This article affirms the vilification of using EM algorithm to do GMM parameter estimation, and discusses initial value setting and order estimation problems, and draws a practical conclusion, and show the result of stimulation data to verify it.
GMM
In a general way, probability density function (PDF) of GMM can be formulated as equation (1) It can be seen that PDF of GMM is in series form. It matches any probability density no matter in narrow-band or broadband, single-bell-shaped or multi-bell-shaped.
EM Method
The most common and direct way of estimating parameters of PDF from sample data is maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), i.e. gaining the estimated value
However it's difficult to realize in reality [7] . In practice, approximations are used to achieve it. Expectation Maximization (EM) estimation is such kind of variant MLE. It changes maximizing likelihood into maximizing expectation. Thus, it keeps the estimation accuracy and improves the reliability of the estimation algorithm.
The logarithmic likelihood function of complete data u can be expressed as:
is the PDF of data coming from the mth Gaussian source. nm z is the mth element of the nth sample data's indicating array. If the sample data is from the mth Gaussian source,
is Gaussian PDF, expressed as Eq. (3) For the likelihood function shown in Eq. (4), nm z is not known, so it's not easy to solve the extreme value. However, the mean value nm z can be found out, it's practicable to count the mean value of the posterior probability of z in both sides of Eq. 
Expectation Step
The typical EM algorithm contains two steps. One is Expectation-Step (E step), which does the expecting work. The other is Maximization-step (M step), which does the maximizing work. E step is to gain nm z , the expectation of nm z . While the expectation of nm
is the posterior probability density of sample data coming from the mth source, as follow:
Maximization Step
Substitute (3), (6) into (5), and solve Eq. (5) of θ , i.e. solve Eq. (7), then we can get the estimation value, shown as (8).
( ) Table 1 , we generate waveform of the third order GMM series as shown in Fig.1 (a) . Fig. 1(b) shows the histogram of the generated noise, which indicates that the noise model order 2 4 M ≤ ≤ . Based on the presented method, the parameters are estimated in the next section. 
.2 Parameter Estimation
Here, we use M=3, and random initial value setting to start the EM algorithm. Fig.2 , Estimated Error sharply decreased at the beginning 2nd or 3rd times, and then slowly getting near to the threshold. Fig.3 (a) -Fig.3 (c) show the iteration processes of estimated parameters respectively. It can be seen clearly that parameters get close to the setting values as iteration goes on. Also have situations that the estimated value goes away from the setting value but later comes back. Mixture parameter In Fig.4 , theoretical PDF means the curve is generated using the setting parameters, and statistical PDF means the curve is generated using the statistical information of data, and the GMM PDF means the curve is generated using the estimated parameters. We can see that, these three curves matching each other well. As shown in Fig.5 (a) and Fig.5 (b) , we can see that, if M is smaller than setting value, it would poorly matching the theoretical PDF curve. However, bigger than setting value doesn't make it any better. In general, M should be equal or bigger than 2, but not necessary to be bigger than twice the PDF line peak numbers. 
Conclusions
As we can see, the processing results od the presented method show the consistency between the setting values and the estimated values. It means that EM algorithm has a good performance in estimating GMM parameters. And repeated experiments on this segment of data get the approximate results.Value of M has a high impact on estimating result. We can use such strategy to determine M, that observe the shape of histogram to count the main peak numbers, M should be equal or bigger than it, but not necessary to be bigger than twice the peak numbers.
